
Whether it’s on the official forums or elsewhere, we look forward to
continuing the conversation and seeing what you come up with next.HAVE YOU SHARED YOUR PASSION FOR LEAGUE?

SOURCES: facebook.com / weibo.com / vk.com / stattit.com / Riot Games

COMMUNITY FEATURES

can now swap their mouse
buttons for easy clicking.

LEFT-HANDED
PLAYERS

helps in 1 in 12 men keep their last-hitting
on point by applying a different palette.

1

COLORBLIND MODE
out the door faster.

Your requests helped get friend  

which helps speed communication 
and break down language barriers.

SMART PING

were a community
suggestion long before  
they hit the minimap.

were another community suggestion to help
 you tread lightly around areas where your

teammates tragically kicked off.

  

to aid their aiming.
RANGE INDICATORS

TELEPORT AND
RECALL INDICATORS 

SPECTATING

DEATH INDICATORS

Your suggestions inspired more than a few features you probably use every time you play.

A forum suggestion inspired

Smart cast enthusiasts pushed for 

From abnormally-large lederhosen to deep space dive suits, 
your suggestions have helped diversify champion attire. 

COMMUNITY COSTUMING

1 2 3

54

1 A community suggestion
transformed a carrot into

a weapon of war for

Not all rabbits play nice.
BATTLE BUNNY SKIN.

2 A 453-page thread helped

take LoL’s first anniversary

SURPRISE PARTY
FIDDLESTICKS

5 A community campaign for
a Turkish launch skin spawned

who’s also voiced by a
local movie actor.

SULTAN TRYNDAMERE

3

brings beirgarten spirit out 
onto the battlefield.

OKTOBERFEST GRAGAS

4 Community art celeb 
MaTTcom helped

make a summer plash and

ASTRONAUTILUS

POOL PARTY ZIGGS

by (crow) storm.

survive the vacuum of space.

You never know what will inspire the next addition to the League of Legends lineup.

An 18-month community campaign
helped spin up hype around Elise,

A STATELY SPIDER

Facebook’s Blind Monk Alliance 
brought Lee Sin out of the Monastery
and onto the Fields of Justice. 

In Brazil, Lee Sin is voiced by popular 
voice-over actor Wendell Bezerra in
response to local players’ request
for improved Portuguese VO. 

LOVE IS BLIND

Your arboreal enthusiasm saved the 
plant king from the compost heap by
inspiring his transformation into
Maokai, the Twisted Treant.

SEED OF INSPIRATION

The Art team saw the light after a
player-made redesign transformed Lux
from a questionably-attired cheeleader
into a laser-blasting light mage.

LIGHT CRITICISM

現撈海膽

GONE FISHIN’
Taiwanese summoners named
one of Fizz’s abilities:

Ahri’s design pays homage to the
Korean legend of the Kumiho, and a

TALL TAILS

COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS

community poll helped name her.

the Spider Queen.

from Design to Accounting to the company Co-Founders, Rioters
around the world post on the boards. The most active are:

NEARLY 400 RIOTERS

25,000,000 FRIENDS
of League of Legends connect on social networks across the globe,

making it one of the world’s most active online communities.

πάω ¡VAMOS!

NGĀN DĪ!GO!ATAQUE!

승리! HATI-HATI!

STREIK!

THE COMMUNITY, BY ACTIVITY

750,000 PLAYERS
chat about League of Legends on social media

in 16 different languages each week.

From the official forums to all types of social media, passionate players like you from all 
over the world share ideas on strategy, favorite champions and new skins concepts.

MOST ACTIVE
League of Legends has the

non-default subreddit that hasn’t /gonewild.

Graphic based on a design by /u/theKonster on reddit

RIOTER POSTS

6,705

5,659

4,467

Zileas, VP of Game Design 

Zenon the Stoic, Champion Designer

Iron Stylus, Senior Concept Artist

W
ONE LEGENDARY COMMUNITY
MILLIONS OF PLAYERS

  ith the continued growth of the League of Legends community, new players keep offering lots of new ideas
 for awesome content. As the game evolves, your passion for League makes a huge impact on the features that 
accompany each release. Here’s a quick look at some of the ways your feedback has influenced the game. 
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